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1. Introduction 
When analysing the plastic behavior of rigid-jointed plane 
frames frequently the process used is that of obtaining the "believed" 
lowest upper bound to the collapse load by some mechanism consideration, 
and then of attempting to show that this bound is also the solution by 
obtaining an associated statically admissible moment field~ For the 
* latter purpose the ffmoment~balancingH process is probably the simplest 
tool, and if the chosen mechanism is not the correct collapse mechanism 
its use enables a lower bound to be found and also in general indicates 
the manner in which the mechanism can be modified in ord~r to produce 
an improved upper boundo All of tfuis is, of course, well known. 
For plane grid-frameworks, for which it is a reasonable 
approximation to neglect the torsional stiffness of the constituent 
beam elements of the structure, the same situation holds. However, 
whilst in this case the mechanism technique is well known, this does 
not seem to be so for the associated moment-balancing technique. Dis-
cussion of the latter is the subject of this note. Here, only panel 
point or "joint" loading is considered in any detail. 
2. The General Unit Problem 
Consider a system of grid-beam elements of unequal length, 
rigidly connected together at their ends. Apart from constituting a 
plane system, loaded normal to that plane at the join of the individual 
elements, no regularity of beam layout is necessary. Let Fig. 1 represent 
* Usually--and erroneously--called plastic moment distributiono The 
--process is not one of distributing moments, but of balancing them. 
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(a perspective of) a portion of such a grid-frames For convenience 
only, parallel systems of elements are shown, but these systems are 
not necessarily perpendicular to each other. 
Fig. 1 
Let (any) single joint ° be given a displacement of arbitrary 
magnitude d in the direction and sense of the force F acting at that 
o 
jointo Then, with notation shown in the figure, and moment convention of 
M = moment at joint ° in member 0,1, 0,1 
where a positive moment at a joint produces tension at the "bottom" of 
a beam (and so a negative, at the top), and a positive rotation G of a 
beam at a joint accompanies a positive moment, application of the virtual 
displacement principle results in the "unit" moment eCluilibrium equation 
n n 
1: (M . / £ i) - r: (M. / £ .) = F 
i=l 0, ~ i=l~' 0 ~ 0 
(1) 
Together with this exists the requirement of moment equilibrium 
at joint 0 itselfo For perpendicular grid systems, with the above nota-
tion this amounts to the two reCluirementso 
M =: M 0,1 0,3 M =: M 0,2 0,4 
3. Regular grid-frameworks 
Consider, now, any regular grid-framework, ioeo, a grid pattern 
formed by parallel systems of beam elements of equal length £0 This 
reCluirement of regularity is no real restriction on the usefulness of 
the moment balancing process, but makes simple discussion possibleo 
Examples of such patterns are shown in Fig. 20 
Fig. 2 
In dis'cussing the unit problem for such grids it is convenient 
to consider three different locations of the central unit joint 0 0 These 
are (a) interior joints, (b) boundary jOints, and (c) joints adjacent to 
boundary. 
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(a) Int.erior Joints 
Typical interior joints are shown in Fig. 20 For these the 
unit problem eQuilibrium eQuation, (1), reduces to 
n n 
2: M . - ..2: Mi = £ F 
i=l O,l i=l ,0 ° 
where n = 4,6 and 4 respectively for the three configurations shoWTIc 
For eQuilibrium of joint 0 itself, for these three systems it 
is necessary that 
M '4::;: M 2 0; 0, M 1 = M 3 0, 0, (4a) 
{ Mo,6 + (M 1 + M 5)/2 = M 3 + (M 2 + M 4)/2 
:} 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, M + M = M + M 0,1 0.~2 0,4 0,5 (4b) 
{ Mo,3 + M 0,4 = M + M J 0,1 0,2 M 0,4+ M 0,1 = M 0,2 + M 0,3 (4c) 
respectively. 
(b) Boundary Joints 
For points 0 on supported boundaries, whether simply-supported 
or fully clamped, Figs. 3a, 3b, no moment eQuilibrium eQuations are 
reQuired. 
Figso 3a, 3b, Fig. 4 
For joints ° on free boundaries (ioe., boundary joints not 
supported externally), see Figo 4, the unit eQuation (3) applies 0 
However, the joint eQuilibirum eQuations (4), whilst still holding, 
impose a restriction on (3) which should not be overlookedQ Thus, 
since the angle 20, see Fig. 4, is non-zero, it follows that here 
eQuilibrium requires 
M ::;: 0" 0,2 
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This is a conse~uence of the assumption of zero torsional stiffness 0 
Hence, for this c~s~ equation (3) reduces to 
M 1 + M 3 - (Ml + M2 + M3 ) = a.F , 0, 0, ,0 ,0 ,0 0 
together with 
M = M 0 0,1 0,3 
For the framework configuration in which more than three beam 
elements meet at a free boundary jOint, equation (3) again holds together 
with two joint e~uilibrium equations after the style of (4b)o 
(c) Joints Adjacent to Boundary, 
For joints adjacent to either a free or a simply supported 
boundary e~uation (3) together with joint equilibrium equations like 
(4) apply. It is, of course, again necessary to keep in mind that at 
that joint i which is the boundary joint connected directly to the joint 
o in question, Fig. 5, it is possible that Mo =: 0 
~, 0 
Fig. 5. 
If the boundary joints i are built in or clamped, then (3) 
and the appropriate equations (4) apply without modification. 
4. Two Simple Examples 
Two simple examples will ill~strate an application of the 
foregoing. (a) In the first the problem to be solved is the three bay 
by three bay square grid structure shown in Fig. 6a. The plastic hinge 
moment for each beam element is of magnitude M , L is the length of 
c 
each beam element, the grid is simply-supported at the boundaries, and 
a force F acts normally to the grid at jOint A. 
Figs. 6a, 6b. 
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The suspected failure mechanism is shown in Fig. 6b. For this 
mechanism, writing m = MIM , f = FL/M , the non-dimensional collapse 
c c 
+ load upper bound is given by f = 405. To show that this is in fact 
the collapse load itself it is necessary to obtain a corresponding 
statically admissible moment field. 
The field, uni~ue in this instance, is given in Figo 6c. 
Fig. 6c. 
In the first line of the computation is shown the information 
obtained from t4e mechanism, i. eo, plastic hinges of magnitudes m = 1 
have formed in the positions indicated. 
hence 
To balance the unit beam system centered at A we have 
L: mA • = +4, /:"'l.,~ 
l: m. A = -0. 5 0 
~, 
f = 4" 5 , 
We satisfy this by choosing ronA = ~A = -0.25. 
Joint e~uilibrium is satisfied automatically at Band D by 
noting that ~E = ~A' ~A = ~F; however, it is not necessary to 
record theseQ 
Next, consider equilibt±um of the unit beam system centered 
at B. We have 
Hence 
From symmetry, mCD (= mCH) = 0.5 also. 
Finally, checking e~uilibrium at joint C, we have 
as re~uired. 
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Inspection shows that the resulting equilibrium moment field 
nowhere exceeds the magnitude of the hinge moment and so is a statically 
admissible field as desired. 
(b) The second problem is concerned with a square four bay by four bay 
grid structureo All internal joints are loaded by a normal force of 
magnitude F. Pertinent frame properties are the same as those in the 
first example. 
The frame is shown in Fig. 7a, and the suspected collapse 
mechanism, for which f =: 1, is shown in Fig. 7bo 
Figso 7a, 7bo 
Development of an admissible moment field follows in Figo 7co 
Because of symmetry only one quarter of the frame need be considered, 
in fact only one eighth is necessary. 
Fig. 7co 
The first line of figures at each joint is the information 
obtained from the mechanism shown in Fig. ?b. 
To balance joint A it is necessary that 
40 0 - (2mCA + 2~A)= 1. 0 J 
To balance joint B we require 
2 (1. 0 + 00 75) - (1 + 2~B) =: 1 , 
~B =: 0.75 
= ~C by symmetry 0 
Checking joint D, we have 
I: ~- = 3.0 , !: miD =: 2 ,,0 
Hence 
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L: ~i - E miD =: 1 j 
= f 
as required for equilibrium. 
As can be seen, the solution constitutes a statically admissible 
moment field. 
5. Remarks 
As for the usu,al rigid-frame moment-balancing process, the 
above technique can also be used in a direct manner to obtain a lower 
bound and upper bound solution. It is, however, more convenient to 
commence the process with some possible mechanism configuration and 
associated upper bound to the collapse load. The process will then be 
found useful in indicating where hinges are incorrectly located, and so 
in suggesting more appropriate hinge locationso 
:The technique eM. easily cope with strnct'uxes ,in which different 
heem arrangements form. separate a.d~iacent portions of' the total configu,rationo 
Cut-outs in the grid-beam system, eogQ~ stairwell openings, present no 
special difficulty. 
6. A More Difficult Example 
(a) The structures considered in the foregoing two examples are extremely 
simple and not particularly realistico As a consequence it was not neces-
sary to be very systematic in the balancing process. If, however, a more 
complex structure is considered, it will be found that such an approach 
is not simple 0 It is frequently by no means obvious how to proceed. 
For this reason, it is useful to systematise the process a littleo 
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To do so, it is convenient to adopt one or two of the thoughts 
used in the numerical "relaxation" process. This will be illustrated by 
another square grid problem. 
In particular, let R be the error, or amount by which a joint 
o 
of a unit grid is not in equilibrium. Then from (3), in non-dimensional 
form we have 
Em. - E m. - f = R 
O,l l,O 0 0 
and it is desired to reduce R to zero, or to a negligibly small magni-
o 
tude at each joint. Attention will be concentrated on this aspect. 
Figs 8 
From equation (5), and referring to Fig. 8 and keeping in 
mind (since this is a perpendicular grid system) that mo3 = mol for 
example, it follows that two unit balancing operators are available. 
Thus with 
!:::. m02 ( :::: !:::. m04) 
it follows that 
!:::. Ro :=: +2, !:::. R2 
Also" with 
!:::. m03 (= !:::. mOl) 
it follows that 
= +1 
= -1, !:::. R4 = 
= +1 
-1 1 
l j 
(6a) 
(6b) 
These two operators make possible a systematic unit balancing process 
not dissimilar to that used in "relaxation. 1I Either one, or a combina-
tion of both, can be used to reduce R at anyone jointo Alternatively, 
o 
either can also be used for reducing an Ro at an appropriate neighboring 
l 
joint ia This latter situation exists where one or both of the moments 
at joint i is specified a priori because of the believed existence there 
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of a plastic hinge. In such a circumstance, should the unit problem 
centered at that joint not be in equilibrium (R,fr)) then, with moments 
J.: 
there already recorded as having magnitude M (or the non-dimensional 
c 
equivalent), the balancing can only be accomplished by systematic modi-
fication to moments at adjacent joints. For instance, a residual or 
error RI could be transferred away from joint 1 to joints 2) 3, and, 4 
without altering R by using equal and opposite multiples of the two 
o 
unit operators at joint O. Such moves are occasionally desirable. 
In practice, although the balancing process can be carried 
out by commencing with any guessed set of moment values J it will usually 
be found to be easier to commence with some possible failure me chanism 0 
From this the associated f+ can be computed and so.~ keeping this and 
the relevent plastic hinge moments constant, the R's can be calculated 
everywhere and then balancing attempted by means of the unit operators 
(6a), (6b)o If the chosen mechanism is not the correct one it will be 
found impossible to produce a set of balanced joint moments which every-
where satisfy the yield condition -Me < Mi,j :S,Mco In this circumstance;J 
the balancing process will in general indicate, via the larger moment 
values, possibilities of more appropriate hinge locations. 
(b) A more realistic structure embodying some of the above features is 
shown in Fig. 9. The grid is again built up of sClua.re bays, all beam 
elements being of length L and possessing a plastic hinge magnitude M 0 
c 
Joints are loaded normal to the grid plane with forces~ 
F/2 at joints 2,99,13,21,22,30.932; 
F at all others. 
Fig. 9 
Without discussing in detail all steps of the process, the 
solution proceeds as follows~ 
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(i) Aft.er a few doodling trials the two mechani:sms shown in Figs" 10aJ 
lOb seem reasonable o For ease of visualisation the normal displacement 
of each jointJ as multiples of some. arbitrary distance d, are recorded 
* on each figure" 
Figs 0 10aJ lOb 
A virtual displacement calculation produces the results~ 
For mechanism of Figo lOa;; f~/. = 23/14; } 
nil. =: + 1 
+ 48/ + c = for that of Fig" lOb, f2 = "37, < fl " . 
An attempt to produce a statically admissible moment fie.ld 
for the latter fails" With all joint.s "balance.d, three moment.s are 
greater than the permissible ill 0 However the moment solution suggests 
c 
the mechanism shown in Fig" llao 
Figs" Ila? llb ,9 llc 0 
(ii) For this mechanism computation produces f; = 44/35» which is less 
than the value of 48/37 just. triedo Unfortunately'~ it is quickly show"::a 
that this likewise is not the correct solutiony but one is led to the. 
mechani,sm of Fig" lIb as a possibilityo 
(iii) For this latter the upper bound i,s f: ::::: 36/33, < f;" Again", it 
becomes apparent during the moment balancing that this is not the correct 
solution; however;; in turn,9 the mechanism shown in Fig" Ilc is suggested" 
(iv) For this., the upper bound to the collapse load is 
f + = 46/45 < f+ 5' 4 
and this is.? in fact,? the correct solution 0 
* By noting such joint displacements it is a simple matter to verify that 
"sufficient hinges are provided, and at the correct locations.~ to form a 
mechanism 0 The requirement is that for a mechanism there must exist a 
hi,nge J real or plastic.9 wherever there is a change in slope -relati ve to 
the plane of the grid- in any straight line of grid elementso At such 
a slope change two hinges can be inserted instead of one if sO preferred; 
the magnitude of the associated c.ollapse load is not affected in any way 
by so doingG 
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A resulting statically admissible moment field is shown in 
Figo 120 In the actual computation of this, with the result 
46 Mc F+ 5 :; 45 " L ' 
+ FL 46 
f5 = M = W ,~ 
c 
it seems more convenient, for the numerical process, to keep "fll at 
value unity and so to use a non=di.mensional hinge moment of magnitude 
This is the magnitude recorded on Fig. 12. 
70 Loads on Individual Beam Elements 
Although making for simplification, it is not essential that 
structure loads be applied only at joints of the grid o If, however, 
the beam elements themselves are subjected to systems of normal forces, 
for each such element an additional amount e~uilibrium equation is 
requiredo This one;.::is the familiar beam e~uation used in the limit 
analysis of rigid framed structures. For completeness it is included 
here. 
Fig. 13 
Referring to Fig. 13, let A and B be the joints at the ends 
of the beam element A, Bo Then, with the moment convention already 
adopted,9 anc;l for any point P along the span of the beam, use of the 
virtual displacement principle results in the equilibrium relation 
bet.ween the three moments MA,B' ~JA' Mp expressed by 
-(3mA B + In - am..... A = q(3F (::: external work W ) J P 1:$,9 P " e 
where ex::: aiL, (3 = b/L, m = MILo 
Reference~ 
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Hodge, P. G. "Plastic Analysis of Structureso tl McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, No Yo, 1959. 
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TYPICAL BEAM ELEMENT 
